The result announced in the title is proved. As corollaries we obtain that RNP and KMP are equivalent for subsets of spaces with an unconditional basis and for K-convex Banach spaces. We also obtain a sharpening of a result of R. Huff and P. Morris: A dual space has the RNP iff all separable subspaces have the KMP.
1. Introduction. In the past 15 years a lot of effort has been made to decide the (still open) problem of whether the Radon-Nikodym and the Krein-Milman property (abbreviated RNP and KMP) are equivalent. Several partial results have been obtained (see [H-M, B-T, H, SI] ). In the present paper we show that these two properties coincide if one assumes strong regularity (a concept used implicitly by J. Bourgain [Bl, B2] and developed recently by N. Ghoussoub, G. Godefroy and B. Maurey [G-G-M] ). This property is a close relative of the so-called "convex pointof-continuity property"-abbreviated (CPCP)-which was introduced by J. Bourgain [Bl] under the name "property (*)": A closed convex bounded subset C of a Banach space has (CPCP) if for every closed convex subset D of C the identity map from (D, weak) to (7J, || • ||) has a point of continuity.
The proof of Bourgain's theorem [Bl] , that a Banach space X has (RNP) iff each subspace with a Schauder-f.d.d. has (RNP) consists of two completely different parts, namely the cases whether X has or fails (CPCP).
We hope that such a distinction of cases may also be useful for the problem, whether (RNP) and (KMP) are equivalent. This hope is stressed by the proof of the two Corollaries 2.10 and 2.11, where we use this distinction of two cases. Corollary 2.10 is a sharpening of a theorem of R. Huff and P. Morris: For dual Banach spaces RNP and KMP are equivalent and separably determined. Corollary 2.11 establishes the equivalence of (RNP) and (KMP) for subsets of spaces with an unconditional basis.
Recall that (RNP) is characterized by the existence of "denting points", which are extreme points and points of weak-to-norm-continuity.
Hence the assertion that (KMP) and (CPCP) imply (RNP) (which is an immediate consequence of our theorem) may be viewed in the following way: If there are "many" extreme points and "many" points of weak-to-norm-continuity, then there are in fact "many" denting points.
Also note that our theorem reduces the problem whether (RNP) and (KMP) are equivalent to the problem whether (KMP) implies strong regularity.
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 is (cf. 2.15 below) that RNP and KMP are equivalent for A"-convex Banach spaces (i.e., spaces not containing /*'s uniformly).
The techniques used in the present paper rely heavily on the ideas developed by J. Bourgain [Bl] . The author has also been influenced by the work of J. Bourgain and H. Rosenthal [B-R] and that of N. Ghoussoub and B. Maurey (resp. N. Ghoussoub, G. Godefroy and B. Maurey) in a series of papers on the point-of-continuity property (in particular [G-M] and [G-G-M] ). The concept of a complemented bush which was introduced independently by R. James and A. Ho [H] , respectively, by H. Rosenthal (personal communication) was also important in developing the ideas underlying the present proof.
I want to thank J. Cooper, N. Ghoussoub, R. James, B. Maurey, H. Rosenthal, Ch. Stegall and A. Wessel for stimulating discussions on the present subject.
1.1. Notation. For the definition of (RNP) and (KMP) we refer to [D-U] . If D is a bounded, convex subset of a real Banach space X, a slice will be a set of the form
where x* is an element of the unit sphere of X*, a > 0, and Mx, = sup{(x*,x):
x <e 7)}. 2. The main result.
2.1. Theorem. If a convex, bounded, closed subset D c X is strongly regular and fails to be an RN-set, then there is a closed, bounded, convex and separable subset C of D which does not have an extreme point. Loosely speaking Strong regularity + KMP => RNP. □ To prove the theorem we develop some machinery which will be elaborated on further in a forthcoming paper [S2] .
2.2 Definitions and notations, m will denote Lebesgue measure on [0,1] and F will be the positive face of the unit-ball of Ll(m), i.e. F= {/e 7.1: /> Oand H/IU = 1}. The notion of pT(n) which will be essential in the sequel has been inspired by the use of the "modulus of equi-integrability" 8(A) in [G-M] , Lemma (1).
Proposition.
With the above notation we have
Proof. Since T(VPe(u.)) is weak-star dense in T**(Vp*e((i)), this is immediate from the definition and the fact that diam(T(VP,t(p))) = diam(r**(^*E(M))). □
The next result will be crucial for the proof of the theorem.
2.4. Proposition. Let T: L\m) -» Xbean operator and put c=T(F)hU so that C* = T( F) = t**( f*\ Suppose that every extreme point of C* is in X**\X. If x is an extreme point of C then there is fi e F* with T**(fi) = x and (2) PT(fi) > 0.
Proof. Since by assumption, x is not extreme in C*, there are xx** and x%* in C* with xx** =£ x such that x = (xx** + x\**)/2. By the extremality of x in C we conclude that xx** and x%* are in X** \ X.
Find ju,, jii2 e F* such that, for / = 1,2, T**(]it) = xf* and let ju. = In particular (4) pAKPi + A2/*2) > max(A1pr(fu1), A2pr(/i2))
Proof. Suppose first that e = 0 (in this case formula (3) becomes particularly transparent). An element vx of F* belongs to VP0(nx) iff for every j = l,...,k, v,(Aj) = p^Aj).
From this observation it is obvious that if \xvx + \2v2 belongs to the left-hand side of (3) This was the case e = 0. The case e > 0 may be treated analogously. However, it is easier to verify the following formula (which we leave to the reader). Let D be a convex, closed, bounded subset of X which is strongly regular but not an RN-set. Then there is an operator T: L1(m) -» X and a > 0 such that (with the notation of 2.2), (i) C is contained in D,
(ii) the distance of each extreme point of C* from X is at least a, (iii) for every /x e F*, dT(\i)^ pr(/x)/2.
In order to prove Theorem 2.6 we still need some lemmata. Their proofs use arguments which are similar to some of those used in [Bl] . Hence
is a nonempty slice of D. For x g T we obtain (x*, x) > Mx, -a, i.e. 7" c S(x*, a).
Indeed, (x*, x) < Mx. -a would imply (g, x) < a + (1 -c + e)(A/\. -a) = B, a contradiction. On the other hand for x e\ T, we also get (/, x) > c -£. Indeed, otherwise (g,x) < a(c -e) + (1 -c + e)Mx* = B which again is a contradiction.
The lemma is proved. □ The subsequent lemma contains the basic tool for the proof of Proposition 2.6. I \/=i / I Then for n G N and 1 > e > 0, there are slices T contained in S: such that (i) diam(L;'=iitt77;) < t(ju) + e and (ii) for x e.Y."LxiXjTj dist(x, £") > t(ju)/2 -e where E" denotes the set {xx,...,xj.
Proof. We may assume D is contained in the unit ball of X. By choosing slices Sf c Sj we may assume that Let Cj = sup(/, \R)). We may apply Lemma 2.7 to obtain slices Tj c Sj such that for £j G 7}1,
Hence for x g X^L.jUyT}1
This readily shows that, for x G £? jjuX1, we have ||x -x,|| > t(jli)/2 -e. Let Sy2 = r1 and repeat the construction to find 7J2 c Sy2 such that for x g Y."Lxu.jT2, we have ||x -x2|| > r(u.)/2 -e. Repeating the construction n times we have proved Lemma 2.8. □
We still need one more easy lemma.
2.9. Lemma. Let D be a closed, bounded, convex strongly regular set, S a slice of D and e > 0. Then there are slices Sx,..., Sm of D such that Sj C 5 and diam(w-1Ej_1S/)< e.
Proof. The set of strongly regular points of D (i.e. those which are contained in the closure of convex combinations of slices of arbitrarily small diameter) is convex and norm-dense in D [G-G-M, Proposition III.l]. If S is of the form S(x*, a) there is therefore a strongly regular point x0 g S(x*, a/A). We may assume that e < a. Find slices Rx,..., Rn such that n'xT,"=i Rt is contained in the ball of radius e/4 around x0. One easily checks that cardinality{/: R,. c S) > n/2.
Relabel the /?, belonging to the above set by S,,..., Sm and note that from diam L"1 £ Rt. < E/2 it follows that diam(w"1IJL15,-) < e. D Proof of Proposition 2.6. We may assume D c ball (X). As D is not an RN-set there exists a closed, convex, separable Dx c D and an a > 0 such that every slice of Dx has diameter greater than 2a. To simplify the notation write D = Dx. Let (Xj)f=x be a dense sequence in the space spanned by D and denote En= {xx,...,xn}.
We shall construct an index set £2 = U"=1Q" where an={l,...,m1}x{l,...,m2}x ••• x{l,...,m"} and a system of slices {7^: u g Q} of D such that for each u> g S2n,
diam m^, £ Tu,, < 2"<" + 1> 7 = 1 and (7) T~^Ta, j=l,...,mn + 1.
We proceed by induction on n: For n = 1 find slices Sx,...,Sm such that m, diam wj1 £ S, < 2"1. For g = 1 consider r([il) = inf< diam £ fi,^B : 7?,,, are slices contained in Sa > and apply Lemma 2.8. to find slices S1, c S" such that for every x &T,aea ^Sl, (a) dist(x, £,) > t(/i1)/2 -2"1 and (B) diam^^^S1,) < t(^) + 2"1. For 9 = 2 consider t(ju,2) = infl diam XI mI^u : Ru are slices contained in S1. > and find S2 c S1, such that for x g LugSi ji^S/j (a) dist(x, Ex) > t(jh2)/2 -2"1 and (/3) diamO^^2) < t(m2) + 2"1.
Continue in the obvious way until q = px. For u g J2, let Ta = S?1. This finishes the induction step for n = 1. Now let n > 1 and suppose that the construction has been performed up to the (n -l)th step. Choose mn such that for every w G fi"_, we may find (by Lemma 2.9) slices (SWJ)Jr'j!x with We are now ready to define the operator T from Ll(m) into X. It will be convenient to take as measure space a= no.«,} equipped with the canonical product-measure mA. Clearly Ll(m^) is lattice-isometric to the Lebesgue space L1(m).
For co = (kv..., k") e fi" put A. = {e = (ey)7=1 g A: e, = fc. for j = 1,...,«}.
By definition wA(Aw) = (m, ■ m2 ■ ■ ■ mn)~l = M~l and clearly the indicator-functions of Au span a dense subspace of L1(wA).
To define T on this subspace choose first, for each co G fi, an arbitrary element xw of 7^. For co g fi(i define
T(M"-XJ= lim l(M,;lm-M")-£ xX
where fi"+m denotes those elements of fi" + ", whose first n coordinates coincide with those of co. It follows from (6) that T is well defined and it is routine to check that T extends to a continuous linear operator T from Ll(mA) into X with ||7"|| < 1. Formula (7) implies that (io) r(/)er, if co g fiH and / g F is such that / is supported by Aw.
We shall show that T vertifies (i), (ii) and (hi) of Proposition 2.6. Condition (i) is obviously satisfied. We next verify (iii): Fix ju. in F* and n g N and consider the partition 7* of A into {Au: co G fin}. By the construction of the «th induction step, there is 1 sg q < p" and jtt* in FM such that £ |/i(A(J)-^J<2-".
Note that, in view of (10) n^.o(M))c £ MaJ-t;c £ P(Aj..-s*.
From the formula
VpM-[Vpja(p) + e • bail I}(mi)] n F
(which is analogous to formula (5) in the proof of Lemma 2.5) we infer that
c f E M*-^|+2-2-"ball(X).
uEfl,
Hence (9) implies that diam[T(VPT"(n))} < t(*i«) + 3 -2~"
and pT(n) < t(/i«) + 3.2"".
On the other hand, it follows from (8) and (11) that for any x g T(Vp2-"(u,)) dist(x,£") > r(nq)/2 -3.2"".
As n g N is arbitrary and (£")"=1 is dense in the span of D we obtain (iii), i.e.
dT(ix) > p7.(/x)/2.
We still have to verify condition (ii) of Proposition 2.6. Let x** be an extreme point ofC* = T* *(F*) and take n G N. We claim that there isaftef* such that T**((i) = x** and there is one (and only one) co0 g fin such that /i(A ) = 1. Hence T**(p*) = conv{r**(FA*J: co G fi").
Since x** is extreme in C* = T**(F*), there are u0 g fin and ju G 7^* with T**(fi) = x** which proves the claim. Once again by the n'th induction step, there is a q < />" with E |m(aJ-m!,I<2-". ueB, Hence, in particular, ju* > 1 -2~". Since every slice of D has diameter greater than or equal to 2a, we conclude that t(ju")> (1 -2"")2a.
As in the proof of assertion (iii), we may infer that for every x g T(VP2-"(\x)), dist(x, E") > (1 -2-")a -3.2"".
The n g N being arbitrary, we conclude that dist(x**, X) > a.
This completes the proof of Proposition 2.6. □
We can now harvest the corollaries of Theorem 2.1. The first one gives a more precise version of a theorem due to R. Huff and P. Morris [H-M] .
Corollary.
If a weak-star compact, convex subset K of a dual Banach space X* fails RNP then there is a \\ ■ \\-closed, convex, separable subset C c K without extreme points.
Proof. We have to distinguish two cases: (a) There is a bounded sequence (x")JL, in X such that no subsequence (x" )f=l converges pointwise on K.
(b) (a) does not hold.
Let us first deal with case (b): It is a theorem due to J. Bourgain (see [B2, Lemma 3.7] or [G-G-M], Corollary 4.12) that in this case K is strongly regular. Hence we may apply Theorem 2.1 to prove the corollary for this case.
Case (a) is essentially known: It follows from Rosenthal's theorem [R] and (a variant of) a theorem of Pefczyhski [P] that there is an isomorphic embedding S: Ll(m) -» X* such that S(F) c K. Clearly S(F) is a closed, convex, separable set without extreme points.
For the sake of completeness we shall write this up explicitly. It may be deduced from Rosenthal's theorem (see [Ta, ) that there is a subsequence (xn )f" = x and a < B such that for finite disjoint sets 7, / in N Kn f| {x"A<«}n fi {xnk>B}* 0. For the proof of the corollary we split again into two cases:
Case (a). D has (CPCP). Case (b). D fails (CPCP).
Case (a) is taken care of by Theorem 2.1 and the preceding remark. Case (b) needs a somewhat long argument. Let us note, however, that Case (b) may be settled in a relatively straightforward way if one assumes that D is the unit ball of a closed subspace of X (i.e. for the "global" version of the problem whether RNP and KMP are equivalent). Indeed, as has been pointed out to us by N. Ghoussoub, one may construct in a fairly straightforward way a sequence (x")~=1 in D, \\xn\\ > a > 0 and xn supported by disjoint blocks of the unconditional basis (up to a small perturbation) and such that x, + • • • +xn G D. By the unconditionality we deduce that there is a constant M such that for all n G N and all choices of signs ex,...,en \\exxx + • • ■ +e"x"|| < M; hence-under the assumption that D is the unit-ball of a closed subspace of X-the sequence {xn/M }~=1 is such that for all choices of signs e,x,/M + • • • +enxn/M is in D. So-by a well-known theorem of Pelczyhski (see, e.g., [D-U, Theorem 6.15]-we may find an isomorphic embedding T of c0 into X sending the unit ball of c0 into D. Of course T (ball(c0)) then is a closed, convex subset of D with no extreme points. Let us now pass to the general Case (b), i.e. suppose that D is a closed, convex, bounded subset of X, failing (CPCP) and that X has an unconditional basis (e,)°l,.
Without loss of generality we may assume that the unconditional basis constant of (ei)f=x is 1. We can also find a closed convex 7), c D and e > 0 such that every relatively weakly open subset C/cfl, has diameter greater than 2e. For implicity write D = Dx.
It follows that for each x0 g U (12) x0em((iy\B{x0,e))nU) where 7i(x0, e) is the open ball around x0 of radius e. Indeed, if this were not the case we could separate x0 from (D \ B(x0, e)) n U strictly by an element x* g X*, i.e.
(x*,x0) -sup{(x*,x): x G (C\B(x0,e)) n U) = y > 0.
The set V = Un{x G C: (x*,x -x0) < y/2) is a relatively weakly open subset of D contained in 7i(x0, e), a contradiction proving (12). In particular, if Pn denotes the canonical projection onto the span of (et)"_x we get for x0 g C and 8 > 0
(13) x0g n{(D\B(x0,e))n{x:\\Pn(x-xQ)\\<8}).
We now construct (somewhat as in [Bl, Lemma 20] ) a bush by induction. For each n g N we define a finite subset fi" of N" and for each co g fin points xu g D, scalars 1 > A^ > 0, integers /'(co), y'(co) and subspaces #w of Y, wherê = span{ey y'(co) < i< /(co)} such that (1) fi" is the projection of fi" + 1 on the first n coordinates.
(2)E,Aw;=.l(«GN, coGfiJ, (3) IK " £,*..,*-J < */2" + 2 (« G N, co G fij, For n = 2 let y(l) equal /'(0) and £, = span{e,: /' >y(l)} n A' and apply (13) to n =7(1) and 8 = e/32 to find a finite set fi2 c N2 and points xw in T> and scalars A^, (co g fi2) such that (1), (2), (3) and (5) such that coGfi2, dist(xw,C,) < e/32, which will take care of (4). Now assume that, for each k^n, fiA and {xu, Au: coGfiA} and {/(co), (coJ.C^: co g fiA_,} are defined. We order fi" lexicographically and proceed by subinduction on this finite totally ordered set.
For the first co g fin let j(u) be the maximum of (/'(co): co G fi"_,}. Applying (13) to n =7(co) and 8 = e/2" + 3 we may find w(co) and points xai in D and scalars A^ ,, 1 =$ /' < m(co), such that (2), (3) and (5) are satisfied. Finally find /'(co) so large that disu>w"%fJ<£/2" + \ l<i<m(w), to satisfy (4).
If co g fiH has a predecessor co' g fin then let j'(co) = /'(co') and proceed as in the preceding paragraph. When one has thus gone through all of fi" it is clear how to define fi" + 1: fyi+i = {(<*>. 0: " G ^">1 < ' < w(co)}.
This finishes the induction step on n.
We now have constructed on approximate bush {xu: co g fi}-with errors controlled by (3)-and similarly as in the proof of Proposition 1.6 we construct a compact set A equipped with a probability measure mA corresponding to the index set fi = U^=1 fi" and an operator T:Ll(mA) -» X.
With the notation of the proof of 1.6 let n g N, co g fin and /x. G F* such that u. is supported by Au (i.e. (p., Aw) = 1). Note that it follows from (4) that r**(jti) is in X iff P**(T**(n)) is in X where Pu: X -> X is the canonical projection onto the space Eu = span {Q,: ^ > co}.
If co' g fin with co' ¥= co note that Eu and Ea are spaces spanned by disjoint subsets of the unconditional basis (e;). Hence for v g F*, v supported by Au, and A,, A2 g [0,1], A, + A2 = 1 we infer that T**(Xxn + \2v) is in X iff T**(n) and T**(v) are in X. Hence the arguments of [SI]-in tandem with the easily verified fact that the extreme points of T**(F*) are in X**\X-allows us to conclude that T( F) is a closed, convex, bounded subset of X without extreme points. □ 2.12 Remark. We can regard the bush constructed above also as a martingale. Having in mind that one interpretation of a martingale is the strategy of a gambler who is playing games with expectation zero we could characterize the above construction as the "strategy of a lazy gambler". Of course, this idea is well known in martingale theory-as was pointed out to us by D. Burkholder-and may also be found implicitly in [H, Example 4] .
Let us give an intuitive interpretation: A gambler who has the possibility of participating in a sequence of games, each of which has only a finite number of possible results (valued in a Banach space!) and expectation zero, chooses the following "lazy" strategy: At level 1 he plays the first game which has-say-3 possible results, which he enumerates (1,1), (1,2) and (1,3) (this corresponds to fi2 above). In the second game the gambler plays only if the result of the first game was (1,1); in the other cases he simply passes. Similarly in the third game he only plays if the result of the first game was (1,2), and in the fourth game he only plays if the result of the first game was (1,3).
Games 2 to 4 constitute the second level. Suppose now that-say-the second game had 2, the third game 3 and the fourth game 4 possible results. Enumerate these by (1,1,1), (1,1,2), (1,2,1),.. .,(1,2,3), (1,3,1),.. ., (1, 3, 4) . In the fifth game the gambler only plays if the result at the second level was (1,1,1)-in all other cases he passes-etc. Until in the 13th game the gambler only plays if the result at the second level was (1, 3, 4) . This constitutes level 3 and the strategy is further developed in an obvious way. A gambler who sticks to this strategy will pass very often-hence the description "lazy". Note that if two gamblers play parallel according to this same strategy, then from that moment on, when they have had a different result in a game, at most one of the gamblers will play a given game-the other will pass. This is the idea of the above construction, which forces the above wedges to lie essentially in subspaces of Y spanned by disjoint subsets of the unconditional basis (e().
2.13. Corollary 2.15 below establishes a link between the problem of equivalence of RNP and KMP and the local theory of Banach spaces. We thank E. Odell for pointing out to us the-essentially known-Proposition 2.14 and N. Ghoussoub for suggesting the formulation of Corollary 2.15.
2.14. Proposition. If a Banach space X fails to be strongly regular, then X** contains a subspace isomorphic to ll(I), where card(7) = card ([0,1] ). In particular X contains /,,'s uniformly. If X fails to be strongly regular then X** fails to be so too, whence X* contains an isomorphic copy of I1. Hence X** contains an isomorphic copy of /^O, 1].
The last part follows from the principle of local reflexivity. D 2.15. Corollary. If X does not contain l\'s uniformly then X has RNP iff X has KMP. a
Finally we want to stress that we do not know whether for subspaces (or closed, convex, bounded subsets) of L1 the properties RNP and KMP coincide. 
